
EVERYTHING in the Universe goes through cycles...even YOU!

 

Whether it's the seasons of the year, the ebb and flow of the tides, or

the waxing and waning of the moon, we're no strangers to the cycles

that occur around us every day. 

 

But WHY do we encounter cycles of contraction just when it feels like

we're getting close to the "good stuff"?

 

First, because the subconscious is rather protective of its file cabinet,

and it doesn't want anyone coming in and messing with its files, much

less removing and shredding things! 

 

Second, because the Universe often tests us to see just how serious we

are about our own growth and expansion. 

 

ME:  I am aligning with my values and purpose, and I am so going to

rock this life!

 

UNIVERSE:  Really? That's great! Show me what ya got?

 

M:  What? You mean, here? Now? 

 

U:  Sure. I totally want to help you out with that "rocking life" thing

you have planned. Show me how that works when, say, your car

breaks down.

 

M:  Oh, uhh...well, that's not really part of my plan for a big life.

 

U:  Hmm...
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Like I said, EVERYTHING in the Universe goes through cycles...even

YOU!

 

Think about some times when it felt like everything in the Universe

was aligning in your favor but then something happened that caused

you to pull back, change course, or abandon your pursuit altogether.
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1.

 

2.

 

3.

 

4.

 

5.

Often times, when we're entering a cycle of contractions, our BIRDS

are chirping loudly in our ears and/or we're engaging in one of the 8

common unhealthy habits that we covered in Week 4.

 

Looking back, are you able to identify what prevented you from

moving forward in each of the previous scenarios?



What we DO when we're experiencing a cycle of contraction can mean

the difference between moving through it quickly and becoming a

hostage to it.

 

It's easy to feel defeated while we're in contraction. It's easy to feel

like we're alone in feeling like that, too. But lots of other very

successful people have gone through, and continue(d) to go through

further periods of contraction. 

 

 

Elizabeth Blackwell was rejected from 29 medical schools before

accidentally being admitted to one. However, many MD's refused

to work with her because she was a woman. She went on to

become the first woman in the US to receive a medical degree (in

1849!), started her own practice, and eventually opened the first

medical college for women.

 

Mary Kay Ash, founder of Mary Kay Cosmetics was set to launch

her landmark business with her husband. One month prior, he

unexpectedly died. A month after that, as a still grieving widow,

she borrowed money from one of her sons and opened the

business anyway.

 

After Lady Gaga signed her first record contract, she was given

the boot just three months later. Lying on her grandma's couch

sobbing over the loss, her grandma told her, "I'm going to let you

cry for the rest of the day, and then you have to stop crying, and

you have to go kick some ass." 

 

Kudos to Grandma Gaga!
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Pick two of your moments from page 2 of this workbook and break

them down below.

 

**This exercise is not meant to put you in a "guilt" mindset ("If only I

had done____________"), but rather is meant to show how cycles of

contraction conspire to keep us OUT of alignment when we don't

consciously choose to move through them**
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What were you moving

toward?
What was the

contraction?

What BIRDS or habits

prevented you from

moving toward?

If you would have had reframed stories and narratives to draw upon then,

how might the outcome have been different?



Look back and be grateful.
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What were you moving

toward?
What was the

contraction?

What BIRDS or habits

prevented you from

moving toward?

If you would have had reframed stories and narratives to draw upon then,

how might the outcome have been different?

Look ahead and be hopeful.
 



Anxiety

Fatigue

Insomnia

Lack of patience

Just like we experience early symptoms of an illness, we often

experience early symptoms - "warning signs" if you will - that we may

be heading toward a cycle of contraction. Some of these might include:
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Neediness

Pushing away loved ones

Crying for no reason

Changes in appetite

Looking back at past cycles of contraction, are you able to identify

any symptoms that occurred? Are any of them recurring?

 

List 5 symptoms of an impending contraction cycle that you have or

do experience. List what "prescription" you will give yourself when you

experience these in the future.

1.
 

2.
 

3.
 

4.
 

5.

symptom prescription

1.
 

2.
 

3.
 

4.
 

5.
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Read and complete this workbook

 

Share with the group your contraction cycle symptoms and

corresponding prescriptions 

 

If you're currently experiencing a contraction cycle, share

what is happening and how you're moving through it

 

Continue to look for, acknowledge, and share your #letitgrow

moments throughout the week.

what now...

Don't be shy about posting in the group! 

 

If you experience a GROW moment, please share it so we can

celebrate with you and #letitgrow! 

 

Be a conscious listener for your BIRDS and share your #forthebirds

moments that you've learned from

 

If you need to #vent, feel free but remember that "vents" are just that

and are meant to be a way to get it out of your head so you can move

forward!

 

Got questions? Need some help or guidance? From me or from the

group? Just #ask!
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